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In Natural Companions, acclaimed garden writer Ken Druse presents recipes for perfect plant

pairings using diverse species that look great together and bloom at the same time. Organized

by theme within seasons, topics include color, fragrance, foliage, grasses, edible flowers and

much more, all presented in photographs of gardens that show planted combinations from a

wide variety of climates and conditions. Natural Companions also features more than one

hundred special botanical images of amazing depth and color created in collaboration with

artist Ellen Hoverkamp using modern digital technology. Filled with an incredible amount of

horticultural guidance, useful plant recommendations, and gardening lore - all written in

Druse's charming, witty style - this book is a must-have for gardeners and lovers of plants and

flowers.

About the AuthorKen Druse is the author of 17 award-winning gardening books. He has a

weekly public radio show and podcast, Ken Druse—Real Dirt, and has written for the New York

Times and many shelter magazines. Druse lives in Brooklyn and New Jersey. --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Blossoms of night-blooming cereus (Epiphyllum oxypetalum) open for one night in late

summer. The large, fragrant flowers co-evolved with bat pollinators in their native habitat. I met

Ellen Hoverkamp several years ago, when she was exhibiting her work at a gardening

symposium. Ellen creates unparalleled images of plants—photographs— on the oversize,

twelve-by-seventeen-inch surface of a flatbed scanner. Her art is unrivaled, and yet harkens to

traditions of botanical illustration and flower photography—kind of Imogen Cunningham meets

Mrs. Delany, the botanical collage artist from the 1780s.I was immediately struck by the depth,

beauty, and personality of Ellen’s arrangements. As a gardener, I realized that the images

represented plants captured at moments in time. It occurred to me that Ellen’s work could

demonstrate potential flower and foliage schemes and thus serve as a novel and inspiring

guide to share with other gardeners and designers. And that’s what we have produced here

with more than 200 images.Ellen has been immortalizing the plants grown by her neighbors

and gardener friends since 1997. She travels in a minivan with a large cooler in the back filled

with glass jars, water, and a bag of ice to transport specimens safely from their gardens to her

studio.“I’m in awe of what gardeners do,” says Ellen. “And they let me have cuttings, which is



like giving me their treasures. I’ve found a way to make a souvenir, a lasting memory of how my

friends nurture nature. I want to show other people what gardeners know about the beauty of

plants.”For our collaboration, I knew we had to offer more than pretty plants. I made lists of

themes and subjects such as plant families, palettes, and other reasons to bring plants

together. I grew many of the plants for our project in my garden, and Ellen went to her

gardening friends, lists in hand, for more. We called in plants from friends in the Southeast and

Southwest, on the West Coast, and at other locales around the country to be sure to touch on

as many regions as possible. Then Ellen had to scan them.Back in her darkened studio, she

arranged flowers and plants facedown on the glass surface of the scanner. So they were not

crushed, Ellen suspended some of the stems from wires. Following several trial passes, she

created the final versions of the works you see in the book.During the hot summer, Ellen set up

a work space in the basement of my house in the northwest corner of New Jersey. I picked;

she scanned. In many of the arrangements, we tried to present a hierarchy as it might appear

in a planting: from the low ground cover in the foreground, medium-size samples in the middle,

and finally the tallest constituents at the top. The results in this book are slices of planting

schemes, as if you could isolate a pie wedge from a bed or border to create an exhibition with

samples plucked from the garden.Flower form and leaf texture in Acer japonicum

‘Aconitifolium’, Deutzia ‘Magicien’, crab apple (probably Malus ‘Prairie Fire’), and Syneilesis

aconitifolia.

Symphytum x uplandicum ‘Variegatum’, Helianthus ‘Lemon Queen’, Caryopteris x

clandonensis, and Hydrangea paniculata ‘Limelight’ inspire a future scheme.From Grant

Meyer’s Southwest garden in winter: A Euphorbia rigida; B Aloe ‘Blue Elf’; C Lachenalia

aloides; D Opuntia engelmanii; E Bryophyllum daigremontianum; F Cassia didymabotrya; G

Agave americana ‘Variegata’; H Citrofortunella mitis ‘Variegata’. The Edwardian garden

designer Gertrude Jekyll is often credited with having invented the perennial border, but her

artistic contributions go well beyond that significant accomplishment. She recognized the

ephemeral nature of flowers, the persistent role of foliage, and that the most successful

compositions combine texture, scale, and color from bulbs, annuals, perennials, shrubs, and

trees. To create some of her plantings, Jekyll would wander through landscapes plucking

blossoms and leafy branches to bring together, compare, and combine. I also gather flowers

and foliage from my garden when I want to visualize a future planting, or if I need to find

something to tweak an existing arrangement, I’ll carry a flower from one place to the next,

seeking new combinations.The components of Jekyll’s gatherings and mine have things in

common; we both selected cuttings that either work together or present contrasts in form. The

plants would need to have similar requirements of light and moisture, and peak at the same

moment in the garden. Later, Jekyll might have placed her cuttings in vases to decorate her

home or to portray in a watercolor still life. For several months, I brought my samples to Ellen

Hoverkamp to construct her stunning arrangements. Our goal was to share suggestions for

perfect plant pairings through her images of diverse species harvested and shown in their

prime.For example, at the end of summer when the garden really needed a boost, I picked a

cobalt blue flowering spike from the gold-leafed bluebeard shrub (Caryopteris x clandonensis

‘Worcester Gold’). I like to put lemon yellow with blues as a bright accent to make the subdued

shades appear more vibrant. So, I cut a few branched flowering stems from a sunflower

(Helianthus ‘Lemon Queen’). The colors looked good. Also, the vertical spike of the medium-

size bluebeard contrasted with the round, daisy-like sunflowers from that towering herbaceous

perennial. Both plants have slender leaves, so I thought I should introduce something to add



contrasting volume. I brought in a fluffy hydrangea known for its green-tinged flowers (H.

paniculata ‘Limelight’). I needed a lower-growing plant with a different scale for the bottom of

my conceptual arrangement, so I picked a leaf of a Russian comfrey known for its variegated

foliage—in willow green and butter-cream—Symphytum x uplandicum ‘Axminster Gold’. Next

spring, I’ll move these plants together.When I buy a blooming plant from the nursery in a

container, I carry it or just a stem of it around the garden. For the most part, however, I move

plants that are already growing in the soil of the garden. New gardeners may not realize that

plants are transportable. It takes a bit of confidence to dig up and transplant a prized perennial.

But as gardening experience grows, one discovers that most plants—including small trees—

can be moved.We also learn that many plants have to be moved. As most herbaceous

perennials age, their stems and roots become congested, and they stop blooming. These

plants require renewal and rejuvenation: uprooting, splitting, and replanting. Not only do the

plants become more vigorous after being divided, there will be more of each, thus enlarging

the troupe and offering opportunities for developing the drifts and sweeps of color and texture

that were the hallmarks of Jekyll’s compositions.You can record these bits and pieces for

potential plantings in your garden journal, a useful tool for noting which plants to move in the

spring. Natural Companions serves a similar purpose, but we bring the samples to you, and we

present an extremely varied palette of plants to acquire. If you are composing a new planting,

that’s all the better. Find some of the plants you see in the photographs in this book to combine

at the outset. Make lists to take to your garden center—like swatches to the fabric store—and

develop confident arrangements with plants that hit their high points simultaneously.THE

PLANTSThe joy of getting a wonderful plant cutting from a fellow gardening friend has been an

inspiration for this book, as well. To put forward a wide-ranging survey, we have gathered plants

from colder and warmer climates than where I garden in New Jersey, USDA Zone 6, where

temperatures dip to around 10 degrees below zero F. We asked gardeners to send us lists of

their favorite combinations, and in many cases, we went to sample their gardens. (Ellen

jokingly called these visits “raids.”) A few gardeners from other parts of the country actually

picked for us and sent their clippings when weather permitted. Louise Wrinkle provided us with

a FedEx box filled with plants from her late winter garden in Birmingham, Alabama. Grant

Meyer sent us samples from his Flagstaff, Arizona, garden. Ellen’s plant patron Sandi Blaze

invited her to raid her Connecticut gardens, as she has for years. When Ellen and I look at the

final images of our friends’ plants, memories of these people and the days we spent in their

gardens pop into our minds.When I visit a public or private garden for inspiration, I usually jot

down the plant names (if I can find them), or take a snapshot of a section of a planting

including the ground covers in front, the plants of the middle ground, and the taller ones at the

back. In most cases, the plants are arranged in the scans to approximate their positions in the

garden, from ground up—bottom to top. The low, creeping ground covers are usually placed to

form the base of the composition, pieces of tall plants or trees can be seen at the top, and

medium-size plants in the middle. The plants in each scan also bloom at the same time and,

therefore, may be planted together for a companion effect.I do not pick from the gardens I visit,

of course, unless I have been given permission. And if a gardener is open to the idea of trading

plant cuttings to propagate, I am certainly up for that—at the right time of year. Plants in flower

rarely make good candidates for propagation. The hardest time for us to reproduce a plant

asexually or vegetatively from a cutting is when it is blooming and has put its energy into

making fruits and seeds, rather than into producing new, young growth like shoots and roots.

Then again, with a good deal of care and a bit of luck, there is a chance that a cutting might

just take root.Propagation is one of my passions. Years ago, I was giving a lecture at Mohonk



Mountain House, a nineteenth-century resort near New Paltz, New York. A lovely bouquet had

been placed in my room starring a hydrangea with a huge panicle of pure white flowers. I

plucked one blossoming stem from the arrangement, cut off the flower, wrapped the cut end in

moist tissue, and slipped it into a plastic bag. Today, an eight-foot-tall shrub grown from this

source blooms in my garden. Whenever I look at this shrub, I remember that beautiful bouquet

and one wonderful weekend of an upstate New York summer.In general, soft immature tissue

roots fastest. That might be the stem of a woody deciduous shrub in spring when it is still new

and has not hardened to take on the character of its mature state—green versus brown. Some

plants, such as tropical ones, may retain their soft tissue throughout their entire life: Picture a

begonia houseplant, for example, or a coleus. Outdoor, hardy herbaceous perennials, those

that die back to the ground in winter and return with new growth in the spring, have their times

in the season when they are easiest and often fastest to propagate, as well. In this case, too,

the cuttings to root are taken from new soft tissue in mid-spring.We only show pieces of plants

in the images. Besides aesthetic concerns, we considered similar needs for sunlight, moisture,

and soil conditions.Another task is to decide how much of each plant is needed for the look you

hope to achieve. Some will be planted singly, for instance a specimen tree. An arrangement of

two is customary when formality is desired, perhaps two boxwood shrubs flanking the gateway

to a garden. Planting in odd numbers—three, five, or more—always looks natural and well

integrated.To establish rhythm, you’ll need repetition. Repeat the same variety of plant, or ones

in similar colors and scale, throughout the planting. Heighten drama with contrast by

juxtaposing textures, scale, and form.To create a lush display, you will need plenty of plants.

When I hit the nursery or garden center, I tend to go crazy and want to buy one of everything. It

is much more effective, however, to buy several of one kind of plant than a lot of different

varieties, which results in a polka-dot planting that will not hold together. The most eye-

catching and pleasing presentations come from using enough individuals of the same plant—

think of those sweeps and drifts of color. Use masses of one type of plant or another for the

middle area, and for foreground ground covers. Consult mail-order catalogs and plant

reference books to discover the ultimate height and width of a given plant, and estimate the

number of each you will need—information that is not always easy to find.You may not have to

buy all the plants you need, since you can propagate your own, from seeds, for instance, or

buy one or two of the desired variety, and make more by dividing those and taking

cuttings.Bring along your plant wish list when you go shopping, and also note one or two

substitutes—either similar varieties or genera. Perhaps catmint (Nepeta ‘Walker’s Low’) will

work if lavender isn’t available.In order to make the best impression, you will want to have your

plantings show up and show off by planning for a background foil. You may be lucky enough to

have a low stone wall or be able to build one. Even a simple split-rail fence can work, and

certainly a dark evergreen hedge is always becoming.When planning a bed or border, decide

which plants you want to form the structural skeleton of the planting. Generally this framework

will be created by shrubs, but they might be subshrubs in a small garden or trees in a large

one. These more permanent woody plants set the stage for the various shapes of herbaceous

foliage and colors of flowers for the middle and foreground. Remember to leave extra space for

young shrubs to grow. The area may look empty in the beginning, but patience will pay off

when you find you do not have to dig up and transplant shrubs that are outgrowing their

allotted place. If you cannot bear the sight of naked soil or mulch, consider planting annuals or

even perennials for a season or two.Repetition of color, texture, and scale create a rhythm

through a planting in Kingston, Washington, by the founders of Heronswood Nursery, Dan

Hinkley and Robert Jones.SEASONSDates on the calendar are not major markers for gardens.



The calendar says the New Year begins on January 1. To a student in North America, the year

seems to begin in early September with the advent of school. Imagine the first day of our

summer, and then picture a sweltering Christmas Day in Australia when some poor guy has to

don a beard and a Santa suit.The gardener’s year begins when the growing season

commences. Perhaps that time we call spring begins when bulbs first appear or when we sow

vegetable seeds indoors under lights or in a sunny window. In USDA Zones 2–8, we don’t start

seeds on a certain date, like March 15, but instead, six to eight weeks before the last frost is

likely to hit in our gardens. After all danger of a killing frost has passed, we can begin to harden

off our seedlings for planting outdoors. We take them outdoors for an hour the first day, two the

next, and so on; move them to a cold frame; or place them in a sheltered, bright, and wind-free

spot for a while.
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etf, “MindCandy. I could not have afforded this book if I hadn’t found it used/in good condition,

but BOY. It has very high-quality production. I feel lucky. It is both a coffee table book with well-

executed photo reproductions of cleverly styled specimen as well as food for thought about a

garden, both through the seasons and the months.A challenge of a garden composition is

finding what blooms for YOU in what week and where. There are so many variables to our

sight’s exposures and soils and what we have for elevations...it’s a great pass time to imagine

all the ways one might achieve a balanced aesthetic at any given specific week in the year.This

book is fodor.”

Cecilia P. Phipps, “GORGEOUS photography!. This book is so dense with gorgeous

photography it will take your breath away. The way she arranges the flowers on a solid
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background makes it look like a painting or at the very least--a beautiful botanical illustration.

All printed on heavy glossy stock.”

Saffie, “Beautiful. Bought this book at BandN and returned because Amazon is a much better

deal. This book is gorgeous! I actually purchased it when I was looking for artist reference

books to help me with adult coloring. Besides the beautiful photos and excellent quality of the

paper, the photo compositions are awesome. The fact that the photos are composed in

groupings of flowers and leafs is a plus because it helps me choose a color scheme as well.”

Pat F., “The flowers are artfully arranged and beautifully photographed by Ellen Havercamp on

a dark background. I am a flower painter and this book "Natural Companions: The Garden

Lover's Guide" is a magnificent large format book by Ken Druse. The flowers are artfully

arranged and beautifully photographed by Ellen Havercamp on a dark background. The

photographs are designed in clusters of a wide variety of flowers, some similar, some widely

different in a botanical style and will serve as a beautiful book to treasure for any avid flower

lover or artist as I am and will serve as a wonderful reference. It was reasonably priced on

Amazon and I highly recommend it.”

From Oakland, “A superb book from Ken Druse. Ken Druse always tells you interesting and

surprising things about plants, and his photographs are a guarantee you'll have a very beautiful

book. No one can match his combination of lively, intelligent writing and great horticultural

photography. So I ordered Natural Companions as soon as I learned about it. The book

explains how to combine flowers, leaves, stems, etc. to get the best effects in your garden. A

very special treat here would be the many amazing displays of cut flowers and foliage

beautifully arranged and scanned (it's hard to believe how gorgeous and fresh they look!) by

his collaborator, Ellen Hoverkamp, which are included along with Druse's in situ garden shots.

The book is loaded with ideas you can use to make your own creative displays. It has many

short sections, grouped by broad topic, that explain a wide range of factors you can consider in

planning a garden, and I think you'll want to dip into it again and again. It would make a great

gift for a gardener, or for that matter, for anyone who appreciates nature's beauty.”

tjsays, “Beautiful, Readable and Valuable. I ordered "Natural Companions"from Amazon the

moment I heard it was available. Garden books by Ken Druse are not to be missed. The

moment my copy arrived, I opened the box, looked inside and gasped! This is a breathtakingly

beautiful "garden book." Now that I've begun reading it, I can say it's full of valuable

information, too. And plenty of Ken's humor! Ellen Hoverkamp's dramatic, lifelike photographs

have such impact, I fall in love with plants all over again. Most of the photos are composites of

many flowers, helpfully accompanied by a identification key. Since the book is divided into

many subjects, it works well to read just a few pages at a time--take a break to digest -- then

move on.  Savor it: this book is a treasure.”

Kathy, “stunningly beautiful. This book by Ken Druse does not disappoint!!! The photography

technique is very artistic, and as usual, the information presented in an easy to understand and

fun to read manner.  I will buy every book he publishes.  Lots and lots of large photographs.”

Cam, “Enjoyable Read. Lovely book with beautiful photographs. Very useful for new gardeners

- like myself - who are still putting flower 'faces' with names. Text covers general gardening

knowledge - again, quite helpful for beginners but I'm uncertain on the utility for long-time



gardeners. My one disappointment is the strong geographic bias: it's very focused on East

Coast gardens and plants with less than five examples from the West Coast. I can apply the

principles, but none of the specifics, to my coastal Southern California garden.”

f siak, “Wow. I purchased this book based only on the botanical art in there which I'm happy to

report are on almost every single turn of each page. Glorious & precious book with superb

photography of inspirational & very creative flora and fauna arrangement.. A lot of the smaller

photographs - which can only be described as "visual botanical poetry", had a somewhat

unconventional way of expression, so refreshing that I wished they were larger.  Well done!”

Lucia Mengoli, “Bellezza catturata. Questo libro è interessante sia come testo di giardinaggio,

curato da un esperto americano famoso, ma sopratutto come raccolta di immagini catturate

attraverso una tecnica particolare di scannerizzazione, che mi interessava particolarmente.

Queste immagini sono molto belle ed evocative della bellezza della natura ma anche

descrittive degli abbinamenti indicati nel testo secondo criteri scientifici e di" habitatat"

botanico. Adatto per amanti del giardinaggio, delle immagini naturalistiche e conoscitori della

lingua inglese.”

The book by Ken Druse has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 78 people have provided feedback.
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